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ABOUT MICKEY

EXPERIENCE
January 2015 to present
CREATIVE CONTENT CONSULTANT
Zurich Insurance PLC, UK

Mickey is a quirky, creative and resourceful individual with a flexible approach to 
problem solving, crafting solutions within tight frameworks, tight budgets, and 
tight Branding. A keen eye for detail, colour and design, Mickey is able to conceive 
and generate campaigns that spark the imagination of the target audience. Mickey 
has experience across digital and print media, creating a wide variety of collateral, 
from large scale physical media to digital assets. Thanks to an extensive stint as 
a data analyst, Mickey has a deep understanding of how people connect with data. 
With experience in internal communications, Mickey is able to create end to end 
communications plans covering a range of channels and audiences, and consistently 
learns and adjusts based on ongoing measurement and feedback.

When not behind a monitor, you can usually find Mickey watching Star Trek, reading 
science fiction and graphic novels, sewing or baking. The rest of Mickey’s ‘down time’ 
is taken up with running around after a tiny human.

• Creating innovative and exciting campaign themes, and providing consultancy on 
design and direction.

• Client and stakeholder management at various levels, including Global HR Director 
as well as UK based Executive teams. 

• Production of print and digital assets across a variety of media.
• Internal videography including creative content for employee events, from storyboard 

through filming, editing and publishing.
• Advising on internal use of Brand to ensure it is leveraged in the most consistent 

and powerful way.
• Collaboration with external creative agencies and app developers to provide stylistic 

and Brand input.
• Taking steps towards inclusive communications by making print media available in 

clear print in accordance with the UK Association for Accessible Formats guidelines, 
and adding subtitles to video.

• Curation of Zurich’s stock footage, photography, and iconography library. 
• Assessing the impact of creative campaigns through measurement metrics and 

employee feedback.
• Maintaining a suite of templates which tightly align to our Internal branding such as 

departmental newsletters, and HR policy documentation.
• Production of learning materials including simple guides to ‘vlogging’ and 

photography.

• Working in cross-funtional and cross-border teams considering culural and practical 
factors such as time zones and language barriers.

• Adobe Creative Cloud, including InDesign, Illustrator, Premier Pro and with working 
knowledge of Photoshop and After Effects.

• SurveyMonkey, Poppulo (Newsweaver for Internal Communications) and Snapcomms.
• Layout and design across a range of physical media such as posters, large format 

signage, roller banners, stickers, brochures and bespoke formats.
• Identifier and logo generation.
• Creative, conceptual, and problem solving skills.
• Excellent communicator.
• Able to work on multiple projects and balance workload effectively.
• Strategic and tactical thinking and an understanding of when to apply each.

RESPONSIBILITIES

SKILLS

CONTACT

+77 (0)7510 320 544

hello@medesignstudios.com

www.medesignstudios.com

Hampshire, UK

She/Her

EDUCATION

2004-2007
BA (HONS) CRIMINOLOGY

Southampton Solent University

2017
EMPLOYEE NETWORK 

LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME
Radius Business Ltd

2002-2004
A LEVELS

Biology, Psychology, Art

  Adobe Creative Suite
 #InDesign #Photoshop #Premiere Pro

  Creative Concepts
   #Campaign consultancy

  Strategic Thinking
#Strategy #Continuous Improvement



REFERENCES

STEVE COLLINSON
UK Head of HR, Zurich

M: +44 (0)7812 265 340

E: steve.collinson@uk.zurich.com

HAYLEY GOLDEN
Head of Diversity & Inclusion, Zurich

CONTACT

+77 (0)7510 320 544

hello@medesignstudios.com

www.medesignstudios.com

Hampshire, UK

She/Her

April 2016 to present
LGBT+ EMPLOYEE NETWORK CHAIR, UK
Zurich Insurance PLC, UK
I am the chair of Zurich UK’s LGBT network GLEE (Gay, Lesbian and Everyone Else) I 
coordinate local and regional activity, engaging with external partners and ensuring 
that Zurich is a great place for LGBT people to work.

• Organising Zurich UK’s first ever solo Pride entry in 2017 London Pride, where 35 staff, 
family and friends marched behind the GLEE banner.

• Entering the Stonewall Workplace Equality Index and driving change that has seen us 
climb 133 places in just 3 years.

• Bringing LGBT awareness to the Zurich Community Trust, our UK charitable 
organisation.

• Appearing with our UK CEO in a company wide video discussing sexual orientation and 
gender identity disclosure, driving up completion rates across the UK.

• Forming part of the Global Pride@Zurich network, bringing international LGBT 
networks together.

• Working with external agencies including Stonewall and internal HR partners to launch 
Gender Identity guidelines including policies for employees transitioning at work, as 
well as information for everyone on a topic that they may be unfamiliar with.

Jan 2009 to Jan 2015

SENIOR MANAGEMENT INFORMATION ANALYST
Zurich Insurance PLC, UK

EXPERIENCE, CONTINUED

MX MICKEY ELLIOTT
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

I joined the Management Information team as a trainee analyst and showed an 
aptitude for procedural coding and user focussed reporting. Developing a niche in the 
team as a dashboarding specialist, I built reporting that was easy, intuitive and logical.

• Insight generation through data mining.
• Process creation/improvement.
• Regular operational reporting.
• Data Visualisation.
• Executive/Operational Dashboard building.
• Data hierarchy and design. 
• Executive/Financial Reporting.
• User Acceptance/Systems Integration Testing.
• Tools used included PC and Mainframe SAS, Business Objects (Rich Client and Webi, 

Xcelsius (Crystal Dashboard Creation Tool), MS Excel, MS SQL Server and MS Access

T: +44 (0)1489 561 562 E: hayley.golden@uk.zurich.com
+44 (0)7812 265 195M:

AWARD NOMINATIONS

2018
WE ARE THE CITY

Insurance Rising Star (Nomination)

2016
INSURANCE TIMES

Diversity and Inclusion Excellence 
Award (Shortlisted)


